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THE DAILY MAXIM

BIO MUSICAL
May 30.

Our Hero

"Iead.

.

CITY EDITION

CONGRESS

WRECK'S DEATH FORTY SLAIN IN PROSECUTION OF

The fourth con
gress 6f the International Musical Society was fomally opened today with
Interesting ceremonies at the Univerof
sity of London. Representatives
the
world
of
countries
of
the
many
500-MIL- E
were in attendance. .The congress
will last five days. The mornings are
to be devoted to papers and discus
eleven cars had been withdrawn be sions dealing with the art and science
of music, while the afternoons
cause of accidents or breakdowns.
OF JUSTICE CONand TOLL EXACTED BY BURLINGTON REBELS ATTACK TOWN
NEAR DEPARTMENT
are
to
be
over
to
HEAD-Ore
evenings
at
lead
given
COLLISION MAY
SIDERING THIS PHAS
John Aitken who took the
PUEBLA, MEXICO, FINALLY
OF TOTOTAL 18
BACCO CASE VERDICT
the start of the race, withdrew after citals and concerts in which many mu
CAPTURING IT
sicians of international reputation will
he had driven 325 miles. A connect- take
i
part.
ing rod on his National car was broSEVERAL INJURED SUCCUMB MOB RULE THEN FOLLOWS UNLIKE STANDARD OPINION
ken. Ray Harroun, in hla Marmon,
VIGILANTES PUT TO ROUT
ON
Porum, Okla., May 30. Standing in
had a lead of about 3 laps at 350 miles.
VILLAGE OF 10,000 SACKED. AF NO DECISION ON CRIMINAL
AC
the
doorway of his home here, Pony TWO MORE SO BADLY HURT THAT
44
minutes
His time was four hours,
TER
CANNOT
TION
LIKELY
THEY
WHICH
POINT
FOR
assisted
IT
IS SET ON
RECOVER,
Starr,
by Joe Davis, killed
44 seconds. Ralph Mulford, In a Lo
one man and dangerously wounded six
FIRE AND BURNED
IS REPORTED
IT
SEVERAL DAYS
zier, was second, and Joe Dawson, in others of a masked posse, supposed to
i
a Marmon, third.
have bee ii composed of thirty meme
e
Eighty-fivthousand people massed bers of the
Thief asso INVESTIGATING THE DISASTER CAPITAL TERROR STRICKEN OFFICIALS NOT WORRYING
one-hal-f
mile oval on ciation, yesterday. During the conflict
about a two-an- d
the grounds of the Indianapolis speed- Starr's wife stood by his side loading RAILROAD OFFICIALS BEGIN
PEOPLE HOURLY EXPECT INSUR- - ONE PUBLICLY STATES THAT RE
his guns. The posse rode np to Starr's
way today ran the gamut of emotions
ORGANIZATION
CAN ONLY
TO
FIX
BLAME
RECTOS TO BEGIN ASSAULT
FOR
QUIRY
in response to the thrilling feats of heme to take Starr and Davis prisonCAUSE
"INCONVENIENCE"
ON
CATASTROPHE
CITY
ers
on
charges of cattle and horse
automobile pilots racforty speed-maAFTER START ing five hundred miles for fame and stealing.
ACCIDENT OCCURS
Washington, May 30. The possibil
Lincoln, Neb., May 30. Sixteen
Puebla, Mexico, May 30. An upris
gold. The bricktrack stretched away
.
ities
of criminal prosecutions of the
TO
TAFT
VISIT
CHICAGO
as clear as a floor. At the turns it
persons are dead and two more will ing, which resulted In the kiljing of
Individual members of the Tobacc
Washington, May 30. President die as a result of the
had been spread with alkali powder
Burlington wreck forty persons and the sacking of Trust, which was ordered dissolved
to cut the oil that would drip from Taft will make one of the most im- near McCook
yesterday,
according to stores, government offices and private by the supremo court yesterday, are
the cars and otherwise make the portant speeches of his campaign for
' Lincoln homes, occurred last night at Cholula being carefully considered at the dereceived
the
special
by
Canadian
In
reciprocity
Chicago on
curves dangerously slippery.
and it is feared that Puebla may be partment of justice. No decision on
June 3, before the Western Economic Star today.
Carl G. Fischer, millionaire sports
Grace Dean of Minden, Neb., Hiram attacked.
that point is likely to be made for
in Orchestra hall.
society
man and president of the speedway
several
Feekin, of McCook, Neb., and an un
days.
of
band
demanded
A
sur
rebels
the
association, superintended the postidentified Italian,-whwere, fatally in render of Cholula at 2 o'clock yes
to criminal prosecutions.
In
respect
ing of the militia and the one thou
jured, died early today. Mrs. Lena terday afternoon, but the authorities however, the tobacco case Is said to
to
TRAIN
sand
DERAILED
policemen engaged
Feekin, wife of Hiram Feekin, and H. refused to capitulate and the towns- differ somewhat from the Standard Oil
THE CONTESTANTS AND MAKES REPRESENTED guard special
the crowd in case of a panic in
H. Culberson, of Brlmfield, 111., whose
people armed themselves as best they case. In the latter, Attorney General
the stands and to keep the people off
wife was killed, were so badly injured could to defend their homes and to as- Wlckersham said that no criminal prothe path of the racing cars.
ON SDARP CURVE that they cannot recover, it is said.. sist the small
garrison of rurales. Hot secutions were under way but declinDriver.
Car.
Clyinder.
Displacement.
Sharply at 10 o'clock the cars got
The
inofficials
now
are
Burlington
followed.
The smoke from ed to say positively that none were
'
fighting
284
4
Lew's Strang
aawy for the starting lap. The offiCase
"
vestigating the cause of the wreck with he battle and the burning buildings contemplated. Certain questions re
597
4
cial start of the race came after ACCIDENT ON MILWAUKEE RAIL a view to placing the blame for the
Ralph de Palma
Simplex
was plainly visioie rrom tms city. garding the application of the statute
390
4
Inter-statC. B. Baldwin
,
Fischer and Allison had led the cars
collision. Inasmuch as both engine Refugees say the mob was victorious of limitations enter into both cases.
ROAD NEAR SPOKANE KILLS
4
589
around the two and a half mile course
National
crews were wiped out, this is proving and that vandalism and Incendiarism
Johnny Aitken
ENGINEER AND FIREMAN
Sentiment in favor of amending the
4
390
once to the wire."
...
..Louis Disbrow
a difficult matter. That orders were were
anti-trufull sway.
law so es to make
Sherman
given
4
390
Y
d
...
At the rate of about forty miles an
....Frank P. Fox
30. Derailed misunderstood or overlooked still apThe fate of Cholula brings the fear every restraint of trade a violation of
May
Spokane,
Wash.,
6 ,
41
Westcott
hour they jockeyed for positions. As at a
to have been the most likely that Puebla will be subjected to the the law instead of
...Harry Knight
only "unreasonsharp curve, 26 miles east of pears
4
284
Case
Jagersberger
they came around to the Judges' stand, Lind, Wash., the Columbian, an east- same fate. There was great unrest able" restraints, was pronounced by
284
Will Jones
Case
Aitken, in a National, led. He passed hminrl no aa ctai aii ah
Plilnnnn
in this city all day and many people several senators today as perceptibly
4
390
Gilbert Anderson
,
under the wire at 30:03 and the groat iriiwirM
.. .
Stutz
were
panic stricken. Manifestants num reduced by the decision of the su4
583
race was on.
Spencer Wishart
Mercedes
I Wflfl
TV.
AMI- tnAav
..o4
over4 1,000 marched through the preme court in the tobacco case. There
bering
DIG
'
FLOODS
IN
- The
443
.......... ...W. H. Turner
V
leaders, jvresints,,tue
Ample
,.,;.,
neer
and
were
fireman
carrying Madero banners. Is no intention, however, of abandonstreets,
killed
Instantly
....
359
Fred Belcher
of the preecding lap, made' the race and at least one
Knox
the faints day of Sordan, ing the proposed attempt to amend
This
being
passenger seriouBly
4
594
.......Arthur Chevrolet
Bulck . . ;
the first victim of a revolution in the law as announced by those
right at the beginning an enormous and injured. The Columbian was the second
Charles Basle
4
594
to hold senators who Introduced amendments
Buick
desperate whirligig. The thousands of through passenger train on the road.
,
SOUTHJGERMANY Mexico, permissionat was asked
x
521
4
Eddie Hearne
his tomb. This in the senate Just after the Standard
demonstration
Benz
spectators leaned forward in their The train was new and extensively
580
6
Harry Grant
seats and yelled wildly as their favorwas denied, wnereupon ine auinun-tie- s Oil decision. It Is said, nevertheless.
Alco
equipped.
SIXTEEN PERSONS LOSE LIVES
447
4
Charley Merz
were defied. Troops were sent that the forces of the discontented
ites passed.
National
447
Wilcox
Howard
4
WHEN
was
CLOUDBURSTS
bowl
and others were stationed senators have been reduced and that
of
.Cholula
The
SWEEP
the
to
great
National
speedway
Fred Clemens
377
6
filled with the deafening roar of the TWENTY-SEVE- N
on the church towers and other points the most stubborn defense of the law
AWAY THEIR HOMES
MAY
McFarlan
377
Bert Adams
6
of vantage in Puebla preparatory to and of the Interpretation by the court
explosions of the forty motors as the
McFarlan
Fred Ellis
355
4
hooded drivers, bending low over
would be made on the floor of the sen(
Jackson
START IN. DERBY Berlin, May 30. Cloudbursts accom355
Harry Cobe
their steering wheels, opened the
ate If the amendments are urged for
Jackson
caused
have
panied by heavy hail,
432
Jack Tower
throttles of their engines to the last
passage.
Jackson
great damage in south Germany. ToErnest Delaney
390
4
notch.
But the decree In the tobacco case
ENGLAND'S CLASSIC TURF EVENT day six houses in a village in the
Cutting
589
....
4
D. Bruce Brown, driving a Fiat, led
Is taken by some senators as showing
WILL BE RUN TOMORROW
Fiat
Grand Duchy of Baden, were swept
Lee Frayer
432
4
at the end of the first one hundred
Firestone-Columbu- s
that the Sherman anti-trulaw Is an
AT EPSOM DOWNS
away by the floods and 12 persons
Joe Dawson
FLIGHT
445
4
IN
LONG
miles. His time was 1 hour, .22 min
instrument by which every evil of
Marmon
were
drowned.
Four
were
persons
477
6
Ray Harroun
this nature In Interstate commerce
utes, 16 seconds. Ralph Mulford, in
Marmon
Epsom Downs, England, May 30.
drowned near Heidelburg, where a
Mulford
544
4
Ralph
a Lozler, was second and Tetzlaff, In With twenty-seve- n
may be crushed out "if the governLozler
was
starters,
washed
mill
probable
inches
away.
Eight
Tetzlaff
544
4
UNDER AM ment only possesses the will and 'the
Teddy
FLYING
FRENCHMAN
a
In
third.
the
meantime
Lozler,
field
of
tomorrow's
the
Engat
of rain fell
Apperson
various places in the
Derby,
Herb Lytle
546
4
broken crank shafts had compelled land's classic turf event, will be the souths destroying fruit trees and crops
energy to do so."
ERICAN AUSPICES IN
Mercer
300
4
Hughes
Eughie
the retirement of Caleb Bragg (Fiat) largest since Hermit gained his mem and
Trust Officials Optimistic
Mercer
RACE
killing birds by the wholesale.
..Chas. Bibelow
300
4
and Arthur Chevrolet (Buick). The orable victory over twenty-nin- e
op
Simplex
597
4
Ralph Beardsley
time for the first hundred miles was ponents 'in 1SG7. Only twice within
Fiat
Richmond, Va., May 30. The su
Genoa, Italy, May 30. Roland G.
Caleb Bragg
487
4
well behind the record,
court decision in the tobacco
which is the last thirty-onVeVe
have there
preme
the
years
took
French
aviator,
the
Garros,
TOBACCO DECISION
Arthur Gibbons
334
4
case Is viewed with little concern by
VeUe
1:14:29.5, set by Tetzlaff, driving a been more than a score of starters.
Bumont.
over
Andre
this
lead
morning
Howard! Hall
334
4
Lozier at Los Angeles, last February.
B. Joel's Sun Star remained the
Cole
bis nearest rival, on the flight from the operating! officials of the AmeriBill End'cott
471
4
.
The Arts accident of the race oc- favorite in the betting this evening
can Tobacco company's huge factories
Cole
SURPRISE
Nice to Rome, the second stage of
38S .
Johnny Jenkins
4'
here. "It cannot reduce our output,"
curred on the back stretch 6f the at 5 to 4.
Ample
race,
aviation
the
Walter Jones
443
4
track when an Amplex car, driven by
said one official today, "as the demand
Benz
$100,000.
for
aggregating
prizes
Bob Burman
521
4
for cigars, cigarettes, chewing tobacArthur Grenier, of Chicago, blew a TRAIN STARTS FOR CHIHUAHUA WALL STREET UNAFFECTED, AP
Benz
en
is
Garros, though a Frenchman,
co and even for snuff Is Increasing.
tire. The car left the track, killing
PARENTLY, BY SUPREME
El Paso, Tex., May 30. The first
in the present 1,300 mile event
tered
S P. Dickson, the mechanician and train between El Paso and Chihua
Manufactures must go on but It seems
IN
NUTSHELL.
RULING
A
COURT'S
in
RACE
THE
under American management and
miles.
of. track, 2
Grenier. hua, Mexico, since January 28, left
probable that, under the required reperhaps
500 miles.
fatally
injuring
He
machine.
40.
Length
American
Distance,
an
designed
Starters,
Grenier had driven only 13 miles here this morning, the track torn up
hours. Total prizes
time duration, 6
New York, May 30. Although this arrived at this city at 8:21 o'clock organization, we may be InconvenienLaps to finish, 200. Estimated
In the race when the accident occur- by insurrectos having been repaired.
85,000.
Estimated
attendance,
$10,000.
winner
a market holiday, a number oi this morning from Nice, and at 10:45 ced by having a clumsier and more
to
was
Cash
$40,000.
red. He was taken to the field hos- The track is not yet open south of stock brokers with
extensive system with separate comforeign connec- resumed his flight toward the Italian
Mexico
to
and
Torreon
Chihuahua
where
his
panies, increased bookkeeping, more
pital
say
physicians
injuries
offices
open today capital.
tions, kept their
hurled to the track.
officers and other features not in harare fatal.
City.
as
to enable customers to trade in the
the
at
Genoa
felt
was
David Lewis, mechanician in in?
Anxiety
.
wake of yesterday's supreme court morning passed without the arrival of mony with modern and scientific busiOA
a mm t in
r
Lozier car driven by Teddy Tetzlaff,
ness methods.
Indianapolis, way ou.
B.
BURNING
SILVERTON,
C,
decision, ordering the dissolution of Bumont Some believe that he cross-thad his right leg broken when the
mile race
rf won the
30.
A
from
toMay
dispafoh
diWinnipeg,
the Tobacco trust. Every report
car bursted a tire in the 170th mile BRYAN CRITICIZES
the Medipterranean sea, going
Silverton, B. C, tells of a fire raging day indicated that the decision agalnsi rect to Pisa, without touching at
Kellogg Sees No Loophole.
car.
and ran into a
WindSt.
the
has
which
there
Paul, Minn., May 30. "Taking
destroyed
was
bethe American Tobacco company
The distance over sea
Genoa.
Tetzlaff was uninjured and the crew
HOUSE
and several
hotels
the
Oil case and the Tobacco
Standard
sor
Victoria
and
of
tobacco
The
little
a
is
and
strength
d
Pisa
also escaped.
ACTIONJF
expected.
tween Alassio
of the
case
to
The Race In Detail
were
I cannot see any loopburned
stores.
Five
persons
together,
stock was the feature of the curb more than 100 miles.
30. At
Ray Harroun's time for 200 miles
hole through which the' trusts can es
in the Windsor hotel.
death
Speedway (Indianapolis, May
at
remained
brokers
market.
e
forty-threMany
was two hours,
minutes, THE NEBRASKA COMMONER DOES
cape. Any combination or monopoly,
the end of the first two hundred miles twenty-ontheir places most of the night cabling
seconds.
at
race
automobile
WITH
REVISED
NOT
AGREE
whatever form it takes, can be reach
of the
London
of
for
orders
the
the
opening
Harry Grant, twice winner of the
VICTIMS
ed under the rule laid down In these
BROTHERS
noon today, one mechanician had been
WOOL TARIFF SCHEDULE
market.
FOR
MANAGER
NEW
to withdecisions." That was the statement
killed and a driver perhaps fataiiy Vanderbilt cup, was forced
A corporation model is one of the
Alco car at the end of 138
his
cars
that
draw
the
of
forty
four
today of Frank B. Kellogg, who sucinjured;
of yes
as
result
the'
30. William Jen
benefits
MURDER
expected
May
FOUL
Washington,
OF
TEXAS RAILROAD
started had been withdrawn because miles on account of a burned out nings Bryan today took exception to
cessfully prosecuted the Standard Oil
Financiers
decision.
say
they
terday's
dissolution suit on behalf of the govof breakdowns and Ray Harroun, driv gearing.
for
a
been
house
have
in
the
the
pattern
looking
his
of
long
party
program
inix-uof three racing cars diernment. "I can find no cause for
BY
com
STIRRED
hf, . Marmon. was leading a long In a in
mould
IOWA.
to
SAP.
their
of
CITY.
which'
big
WILLIAM A. WEBB OF COLORADO after
front of the grandstand, John and criticized sharply the majority
until rec'Ty
uneasiness in the recently ennnciated
satisfacgrind that promised to continue
to
and
binations
express
have
the
who
SUSPECT
democrats
they
CRIME
agreed
GETS
SOUTHERN
ATROCIOUS
AND
s. r. Glover, mechanician for Harry Knight
doctrine of 'reasonable)' restraint," he
5:30 o'clock this afternoon,
of
the
on
features
over
supreme
tion
the
GOOD JOB
se- support the revised tariff schedule
Gre- driving a Westcott car, suffered
IN JAIL
continued. "I judge that the governDickson, mechanician for Arthur
orders the rewhich
court
criticism
The
delcsion,
wool
woolen
and
goods.
his spine. One of the
ment won on every contention In the
nier 'of Chicago, driving an Amplex rious Injury to
tobacco
the
corpora
Denver, May 30. William A. Webb, organization of
but its was contained in a statement made
Ran Cltv. la.. Mav 30. John and Tobacco case and that the case is simlower
car, lost his life In an upset on the cars turned completely over,
of
the
Harriunder
tion
supervision
and
Glov- public through Representative
assistant to the
back stretch in the thirteenth mile occupants escaped with bruises..
Matthew Wrieht. brothers, were slain ply sent back to enable the court beagent of the Colo court.
purchasing
on his head In a pool of wa- son of New York.
general
was
struck
er
himself
Grenier
race.
of the
at their home here early today. Clif low to enter a decree completely to
reChairman Underwood of the ways rado, and Southern railroad, has
arose covered with blood.
ford Wilson, also of this city, is in sever the various properties conveyed
severely If not fatally injured. The ter, and
REYES STILL IN HAVANA
The mechanician for Jack Tower, and means committee contented him signed that position effective July 1,
accident was due to the car casting
30.
Bernardo
jail charged with the crime, while a to the American .Tobacco companv.
General
Havana, May
unself with the declaration that de to become general manager of the
a front tire. It skidded to the Infield driving a Jackson, became Insane
under the direction of the sher- There was no necessity for sending the
Mr. Bryan's stand, the revised Texas Central railroad. The announce Reyes said today h'e had not received posse
and then whirled completely around, der the terrific strain of the race anif spite
iff
is
searching for, an unidentified Standard Oil casfe back, because the
to
Mexico
City.
The Texas orders to proceed
Dick- jumped from the car in the back tariff would go through the demo ment was made today.
wheels.
back
both
off
with Wilson decree In the court below was comtearing
s
ma Central recently became part of the His future movements are still unde man, alleged to have been
crat! ccaucus with a
son was thrown against a fence. His stretch, but was not seriously Injured.
plete severance of the corporation."
the
of
time
tragedy.
at
the
cided.
Hawley system.
When 250 miles had been reached jority.
body was terribly mangled. Grenier
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memorial erected in honor of the civil
war soldiers of this section. G. A. R.
and Spanish war veterans anl members of other patriotic societies took
part in the exercises which were witnessed by one of the largest crowds
ever assembled in this place.

the licorice and the foil monopolies

TOBACCOTRUST

were said to have been obtained in
violation of the Sherman anti-trulaw.
Another phase of the litigation con
cerned the foreign trade. The petition
charged that the American Tobacco
company had entered into contracts
with the Imperial Tobacco company,
Foraker Orator at Columbus
"British Trust," whereby
Columbus. O.. May 30. Civil war
the
and
the latter should limit Its activities
veterans, militia organizations
OBSERVANCE
DECORATION civic societies combined to form a THE UNITED STATES SUPREME of Great Britain except as to the purOF
COURT'S DECISION MEANS IT
chase of a certain amount of leaf in
DAY GENERAL THROUGHOUT
great Memorial Day parade in ColumMUST BE DISSOLVED
America and the former should limit
bus today. The veterans marched to
Memorial Hall, where former Senator
its business to the United States. It
B. Foraker, of Cincinnati, de
was alleged that the two "trusts" or
deci
30.
its
By
Joseph
Washington, May
Washington, May 30. With solemn livered the oration of the day.
n
Tobacco
ganized the
after
rendered
late
sion
yesterday
and Impressive ceremonies Memorial
over
to
take
the
bus
export
United
company
the
Court
of
noon, the Supreme
Day was observed in the national capiness of both and divide the wor'd
Parade In Chicago
To
American
holds
the
Big
that
States
ital today on a more elaborate scale
Chicago, May 30. Governor Deneen, bacco corporation is a trust, an ille- between them. These contracts were
than for several years past. Business
Harrison and other notables re- gal monopoly in restraint of trade, made in Great Britain.
Mayor
was suspended In all the departments
viewed
the Memorial Day parade In and therefore must be dissolved, to The circuit court found that there
of the government. Public interest
The parade was one of the conform with Sections 1 and 2 of the existed a restraint of commerce, but
Chicago.
centered chiefly in the exercises at
of
of recent years and included Sherman anti-trulargest
law, which it vio said nothing about the charges
the Arlington National cemetery, veterans
of the civil war and Spanish lates.
court
In
its
the
decree,
monopolizing.
where President Taft delivered the
detachments of cavalry and artil
dismissed the petition as to the Im
memorial address before the Depart- war,
n
Fort Sheridan and the full
from
lery
Second Big Trust Suit
perlal company and the
ment of the Potomac, G. A. R. Other
of the Illinois Naval Reserve
feature
strength
and
this
from
company
Tobacco
American
The
corporations
speakers of prominence were heard at and the National Guard organization
were made the target of the second of the decree the government appealOak; Hill cemetery, the Congressional
Jackson
of Chicago. Michigan avenue,
prosecution of recent ed to the supreme court. It dismissed
Cemetery and other burying grounds boulevard and other thoroughfares big "trust"
was the Standard the petition as to the United Cigar
The
first
where sleep countless thousands of
years.
through which the procession moved Oil. Because the testimony taken In Stores company, and from this, too,
the heroic dead.
were profusely decorated.
the tobacco case was not eo exten the government appealed.
The circuit court decreed that the
sive as that in the Standard Oil, the
Roosevelt at Unveiling
At Tomb of McKlnley
Tobacco company, the
American
two cases were before the supreme
30. Colonel
Newark, N. J., May
Canton, O., May 30. A feature of
American
Snuff
'same
company, the Ameri
at
the
court
for
consideration
Theodore Roosevelt was the chief the Memorial Day observance in thiB
can Cigar company, the American Stotime.
a
at
of
the
speaker today
unveiling
city was the floral decoration of the
MacAndrews &
statue of Lincoln on the plaza in tomb of the late President and Mrs
The attempt of the government to gie company and
were
Forbes
unlawful com
company
as
front of the court house in this city, McKlnley.
Among the contributions dissolve the Tobacco corporations
restrained
binations
them from
and
law
Lincoln Post, of the Grand Army of were handsome wreaths sent by for violating the Sherman anti-trus- t
or
in
interstate
foreign
engaging
ceremo
the Republic, conducted the
mer Secretary George B. Cortelyou took shape in 1907. In that year,
nies, which were of a most Impressive Justice William P. Day of the United petition was filed in the Uilited States commerce. From this, the defendants
character. The statue is a gift to the States Supreme Court and a number circuit court at New York. The gov appealed to the supreme court. So
city from the late Amos H. Van Horn, of other intimate friends and asso- ernment asked that the American To- did the government. The government
who bequeathed $25,000 for this pur ciates of' President McKlnley.
The bacco company, its officers, directors objected because the Conley Foil com
pose. The memorial is of bronze and exercises were conducted tinder th and affiliated corporations, be pre pany and the individual defendants,
was designed by Gutzon Borglum. Tt auspices of the Grand Army of the Re vented and enjoined from restrain' headed by James B. Duke, were not
shows the martyr president in a char- public.
ine and monopolizing commerce in made parties to the conspiracy to re
strain and because all were not held
acteristic attitude, seated on a taench,
tobacco.
to be attempting to monopolize.
with his familiar high hat at his side.
MARK HISTORIC SPOTS
The restraints and the monopolies
The circuit court decreed that the
The monument Is six feet six inches
Port Clinton, O., May 30. The memalleged by the government, were said
Tobacco company, the
high and nine feet four inches In bership of the historical and patriotic to have been obtained by an intric American
American Snuff company, the Ameriwidth.
societies of Ottawa and neighboring
ate system of corporation organiza
counties, together with a number of tion. It began In 1890 when the first can Cigar company, P. Lorillard comMemorial to Vernon Victims
distinguished guests from other parts American Tobacco company was or pany, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco com
pany, Blackwell's Durham Tobacco
Two Rivera, Wis., May 30. A sim- of the state, participated in the exerganized. The new company took over
ple memorial shaft with an inscrip- cises today at the dedication of tab- the business of five independent cig company and the Conley Foil company
held shares in specified corporations
tion telling the tale of one of the most lets marking two of the most historicarette concerns.
and enjoined them from acquiring the
disastrous shipwrecks in the history al points in northern Ohio. One of
In 1898, the Continental Tobacco plants or business or voting the shares
of Lake Michigan was unveiled in the memorials is on the site of Fort
was incorporated to take of and from
company
first
fortification built
the little cemetery here today In mem- Sandoskl, the
exercising control ove:
business of The the
over
the
men
on
in
white
located
Ohio,
by
the
unknown
the
victims
of
of
ory
"subsidiary" companies, and en
and that
wreck of the steamer Vernon. The Sandusky Bay, north of this place. American Tobacco company
joined the "subsidiary"
companies
Vernon was lost off Twin River point The second monument marks the of five 'independent plug manufactur from permitting control. Both the
defendants and the government ap
the night of October 27, 1887, and but northern end of the old French and ers.
In 1900, the American Snuff com- pealed. The latter objected, princione of the fifty-fou-r
person aboard was Indian' trail from Lake Erie to the
saved. Eighteen bodies were picked Ohio river, known as the Sandusky pany was incorporated to take over pally because the Imperial Tobacco
while and Scioto route, and later as Harri the snuff business of the American company, the British American To
up and claimed by relatives
Tobacco company, of the Continental bacco company and the United Cigars
seven others were unidentified and son's trail during the war of 1812.
vre not included
were buried in one grave in the Twin
Tobacco company, and of two other Stores company
A 8PLENDID TONIC
companies
among the "subsidiary"
Rivers cemetery. Over this grave the
Independent manufacturers.
Cora, Ky, Mrs. Iva, Moore, of this ' In 1901, the American Cigar com- and because the holding companies
memorial has been erected by public
place, says, "I was so weak, I could pany was incorporated to take over were not prohibited from collecting
subscription.
f
i
hardly walk. I tried Cardui, and was the business of the American To- dividends from the "subsidiary" comgreatly relieved. It i3 a splendid to- bacco company and other manufac- panies.
In Memory of Chaplain
30.
South Bend, Ind., May
Faculty nic. I have recommended Cardui to turers and sellers of cigars, cheroots
The appeals were argued before the
of many friends, who tried it with good and stogie's.
and students of the University
supreme court, first in January, 1910,
Notre Dame, with a number of promi- results." Testimony like this comes
In the same year the Continental and the second time in January, 1911.
nent guests, took part today in in unsolicited, from thousands of earn- Tobacco company was incorporated Prominent attorneys appeared.' For
General
teresting exercises attending the dedi est women, who have been benefited to take over In exchange for its bonds the government Attorney
cation of a statue of the Rev. William by the timely use of that successful substantially all of the stock of the Wlckersham and his special assistCorby, a Roman Catholic priest who tonic 'medicine, Cardui. Purely vege American Tobacco company and the ant, J. C. McReynolds addressed the
won fame as a chaplain in the service table, mild, but reliable, Cardui well Continental Tobacco company.
court. For the American Tobacco
of the Confederate States army. The merits Its high place in the esteem
In 1903, the American Stogie com- companies there appeared John C.
statue, which is a replica of a similar of those who have tried it. It relieves pany was incorporated to take over Johnson of Philadelphia; DeLancey
memorial of Father Corby erected women's pains, and strengthens weak the Stogie business of the American Nicoll and Junius Parker, of New
some years ago at Gettysburg, stands women. It la certainly worth a trial. Cigar company, the American Tobac- York, while William B. Hornblower,
on the university campus in front of Your druggist sells Cardui.
co company, and the Continental To- of New York, argued for the Imperthe hall that bears his name.
bacco company.
ial Tobacco company, and Sol M.
Don't talk about your neighbors; it's
In 1904, the American Tobacco com- Stroock, of New York, for the Unit
a game two can play.
Soldiers' Memorial Dedicated
pany, the Continental Tobacco ompany, ed Cigar Stores company.
Marshall, Minn., May 30. Governor
and the Consolidated Tobacco
Eberhart delivered the oration here A married man is lucky if treated as company were merged into the pres$100 Reward $1C0
The readers of this paper will be
today at the dedication of an imposing one of the family.
ent American Tobacco company.
pleased to learn that there is at least
The government claimed that all one
dreaded disease that science has
these organizations were created with been able to cure in all its stages,
the definite purpose to destroy com and that is Catarrh. Hairs Catarrh
Cure is the
positive cure now
petition and that they accomplished known to the only
medical fraternity. Ca
attacked
that purpose. Each step was
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
as a part of an unlawful plan, whose requires a constitutional
treatment.
internaldevelopment and progress waB ad- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken blood
and
the
ly,
upon
directly
acting
vanced, it was charged, by duress, mucous surfaces of the system, there
inmethods
and
unfair
oppression,
by destroying the foundation of the
tended to drive out and keep out com- disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu
petitors and secure monopolies.
tion and assisting nature in doing its
The defendants claimed that noth- work. The
proprietors have so much
ing was to be found in the organiza- faith in its curative powers that they
tion of these corporations, but the offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case
It fails to cure. Send for
orderly, natural and legitimate de- list ofthat
testimonials.
business.
a
They Address:
velopment of great
said the acquisitions had been proF. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Do-You- r
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
per and that no intent to restrain
Take Hall's Family Pills for
trade or monopolize trade had promplittle
than
better
in
But
is
a prison summer.
A hot kitchen
ted the creation of the corporations.
In addition, it was charged that tho
the range is there, so all the cooking and the washing must be
The little boy was carrying home
American
Tobacco company acquired the ; empty bowl, that had contained
done there, too.
control of the United Cigar Stores his father's dinner, when a big bully
What a relief it would be to move the range where you
company, which conducts retail stores appeared.
pleased. You can do this with a New Perfection Oil Cook-stov-e
in large cities, and thereby was seek"Do you mind if I kick that bowl?"
cook your dinner out on the porch, if you like. It is the
ing dominion in the retail business, inquired the bully.
that works eaually well in
an avenue absolutely necessary to efonly range that is really portable
"Not a bit," said the small boy.
in a gas
connections
be
to
made,
no
as
are
There
fective
"You mean that? Do you mind if I
competition.
place.
any
tobacco
, The
organization was kick that bowl?"
range; no wiring, as with an electric stove; no sooty flues and
i
"Not a bit."
ash-fillcharged with having a monopoly of
grates, as with coal or wood.
time". Do you mind if
in ths
"For
the
licorice
the
required
last
paste,
The long; enameled chimneys carry the heat directly up to
s
I kick that bowl?"
manufacture of tobacco, the
full value from your fuel,
"No. I should like you to.1
& Forbes company, organizsaucepans, oven or boiler; you get
without waste.
"Oh, would you? Then watch me!"
ed by the Continental having no comMade with 1 , 2 nJ 3 burner, with Iomv
exclaimed
the bully, as he shattered
said.
was
it
petitor,
turquoise blue enameled chimney.
finished throughout. Tha - and It was also said that the defendants the bowl to atoms.
"Do you mind now?",
had a monopoly in the tin foil busicabinet too. which a fitted with dm ahelwM- "Not a bit," retorted the small boy,
ness, the Conley Foil company, of
which the American .Tobacco company edging away. "My mother borrowed
held a majority of the stock, pro- the bowl from your mother this morn
Continental Oil Company
ducing 75 per cent of the tin foil ing. You'll hear all about It when you
(Incorporated)
manufactured In this country. Both get home!"
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Summer FootwoQi

MONOPOLY

HEROES
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desiraWe have just received the newest, most
models in Footwear. WHITE CANT AS

ble summer
will be extremely popular for the summer months,
in both high and low models.
much
A Rich Golden Brown Velvet will also be
Abo Patent Leather,
in vogue for dress occasions.
Velvet and Suede Pumps and Oxfords.

British-America-

Welt the
Golden Brown Velvet Pump, with Square Silk Bow, one Strap. Cupid Toe. Goodyear
'
Season's Novelty
and
per
dressy,
popular
White Canvas One Strap Pump, Cupid Toe. Goodyear Welt, very
--

pair
desirable models,
White Canvas High Button Shoe. Hobble Toe. Goodyear Welt, one of the most
per pair
Oxfords.
A large variety of the newest models In all popular leathers, both Pumps and

British-America-

$2.50

to-..-

New flexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

Summer School
Six Weeks, June

July

EMF "3o"

1911

School-Instructor-

Phone riain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
La Vegas, New Mexico.

s,

Crista! Jce

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars

l2

CLEAN

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees

First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful'
ly given.

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

water

Cet (Is Show You
PHONE 227 MAIN

1

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

AND

PURE

Made from distilled

Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

GROSS, HELL

CO

Y &

(Incoporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In

WOOL, HIDES
BAIN

WACONS-BAC- INE

and PELTS
VEHICLES-S- SL

SEVEN HOUSES

t

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
M-- ,
Corona, N.

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, HUM.,

Trinidad, Colorado

H. T. Davis

Cooking in the Cool

Phone Main 357.

TWO

KILLED

IN

TORNADO

Peoria, 111., May 2'J. A tornado
struck Pekin, 111., ten miles south of
iere, at 1 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
killing two persons and causing property damage that will amount to

ed

Tit-Bit-

- Flanders ".20"
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General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High
Vocal and
Instrumental Music.
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$4.11
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Health

Suggestions

Don't worry.

Eat
of well cooked food.
Aftersparingly
forty, eat little meat.
Live In the open air as much as
Sleep with plenty of fresh air in the
room.
Take a tablespoonful of Duffy's pure
malt whiskey
in a half
of milk or
water before each meal glass
and on
If you follow these rules you retiring
will not
only enjoy good health, but you will be
happy, the world will look brighter and
you will live much
,

longer.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the
people to whom amon
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
is

all

particular thing worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this
newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)
books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article
of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible
of all
posstble sorts of things, they have come to be the buyers,
finders of the

SUPREME COURT

MORA COUNTY NEWS

CUPID AT VASSAR

JOHN HUGHES

Wagon Mound, N. M., May 30. The
work on the Wagon Mound hign
school Is going on very rapidly. The
building la going to be the best In the
county and It only remains for the
school directors to employ the proper
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC
teachers.
The new Catholic church Is progresMEETING SCHEDULED FOR JUNE
very nicely and the many Catho- PERFORMANCE ROLLICKING COM- sing
ONE WILL BE PUT OFF UNTIL
EDY AND
lics of this neighborhood will soon
full Associated Press report is" printed
AUGUST 15
have a very nice place to worship. At
HOUSE IS EXPECTED
day.
the same time they will have the
While nothing official has yet been pariah priest light here all the time.
"Cupid at Vassar, a charming coL
given out on the subject, it Is under-too- d
presentation of daily happenings
The lambing in this vicinity is go lege play, will be presented this even-in- g
on the best authority that there ing to be the best
In the Duncan opera house by the
had by the
will be no session of the supreme many
sheepmen of the surrounding lenlor class of the New Mexico Norcourt on June 1st, as was scheduled country. If the sheepmen only get mal university. It Is
expected the
goes into
EVERYTHING decent to
but that the court will adjourn over good prices for their wool they will performance will delight a large auuntil August 15, at which time the all have money to their credit at the dience as the advance sale of tickets
docket will be taken up and the reg- Wafcou Mound bank this year.
has been good. Miss Mildred Horn-beiular business ot the court dispatched.
of the Normal faculty, hag had
The great number of new buildings
The difficulty of assembling a quo- under construction in the town shows charge of the rehearsals and the
progressive merchants advertise in
rum of the members of the court at
beyond reasonable doubt that Wagon young actors, under her tutelage, have
columns.
this time la assigned as the reason Mound ia coming to the front and that mastered the lines of the piece in such
a
for the postponement.
manner
to
as
McFie
Insure their complete
Judge
It Is bound to be the county seat of
success tonight.
li still In Washington, and others of Mora county.
generally read
paper and why
As a curtain raiser pupils of Miss
the Judges are so Bltuated as to make
C. U. Strong? treasurer of
Mora
you.
.1
.
Jane Greenlee's class will put on the
it particularly difficult for them to be
for many years, was a visitor
In Santa Fe at the date set. As this county
In costume. Followto Wagon Mound Saturday and Sun- "Highland Fling"
best asset a town can have is
1
the time of the year when the
ing is the cast of characters and
not
out
for
see
had
He
town
day.
tnyopsis of the play:
ji:dges usually take their vacation, It six
years and was surprised at the John
la likely that It the court had met as
Wlllet, a young architect.'...
buildgrowth and the many expensive
Orrin Blood
li;
planned, an early adjournment would
the town now has.
INTERESTING events are cnronicled six
Amos North, of North & Son., banknave been taken and on account of ings that
week.
Morton Stern
the inconveniences that wonld have A. A. Sena the efficient mounted ers
Carl Ellis
heen caused a number of the Judges policeman was In town Saturday even- Shjny, a lazy darkey
editorial
It hag been decided to postpone the ing. He left Sunday morning going to Hank Gubbin, the hired man
COURAOE is a feature of
Is
Ocate.
has
shown
Sena
he
",4
that
Clare
session of the court until August 15.
Koogler
a man worthy of the place he holds, Mrs. Carroll, of Great Falls, Vera true and brave officer of the law.
mont
Maybelle Goin
1
Saloonmen had their places of busi Kate Newton, her daughter
!
WEALTHY TRAVELER
ness closed tight Sunday. They must
Anna McMahon
S
have taken a hint at what happened Wanda Carroll, Kate's half sister..
Aurora Lucero Solo Coronetist With Ohlmeyer and His Coronado Band Which Appears
DIES UNEXPECTEDLY to their neighbors at Las Vegas, also
Here J una 14.
to what Judge Roberts told those men Miss Page
Lizzie Anderson
there about conducting the saloons In College Girls: Sally Webb, Nellie
EXPIRED accordance with law and In a busi- E. Ellison,
P. G. 8. MIDDLETON
Matty Hart, Sadie Tooker,
to hold graduating exercises each year
Alice Worth, Josephine Young, Helen
FOUR HOURS AFTER REACHnesslike manner.
for the young people who finish the
ING ALBUQUERQUE
Big preparations are being made for Conway, Sylvia Vollmer, Polly Snow,
grade. This is done for the
elgheh
the Fourth of July celebration. Those Nora Trahey.
of increasing interest in the
purpose
I.
ACT
Albuquerque, N. M., May 30. P. G. who have not seen our town and Its
school
room
on
the part of the children and
Scene
at
Kate's
home
Sitting
fine
had
better
land surrounding it
A. Middleton, a prominent man of
in
Vermont
old
the
(at
home).
and
Fourth
their
to
It also furnishes In
come
here
the
parents.
spend
Barberton ,0., who had been spendACT II.
is going Jo
land
see
some
of
that
the
In
for attainment of
in
creased
arrived
winter
the
Inspiration
Arizona,
ing
Scene Kate's room in a senior douthe city at 5:35 Sunday night on the bring the best results, and has been ble
good grades In the school work.
(at Vassar.)
California limited, and was Beized with giving results already.
Those who received diplomas last
ACT III.
and
The
rain
Sunday evening
night
a hemorrhage, dying at 10 o'clock, four
TT HIS VICINITY has a cltoate of unsurpassed healthfulness with-J-0
Leopold Enrique Armijo,
night
'Same
I
set
as
Scene
AN
Act
INTERESTING
(vacation
PROGRAM Charleswere
made everybody rejoice. The crops
hours after his arrival.
C. de Baca, Frank Watrous
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
time).
MARKED
Is
CLOSING
and
what
fine
EXERCISES
planted
Mrs. Middleton had accompanied are doing
Condon, Francis Marguerite Elizabeth
sunshine in the year.
ACT
IV.
AT NORMAL AUDITORIUM
him to this point and was on her way right now and Is yet to be planted
Cousins, Frank George Frederick,
Scene College campus at Vassar.
The water supply la abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
east for a visit with relatives when will have the best show. Farmers,
Mary Graubarth, Carolyn Harberg,
stream or from wella of not great depth.
(graduation
day).
merchants
and
everybody
Jara-millsheepmen,
at
Las
news of his death reached her
Clever essays, an interesting ora- Ethel Leah Harper, Louise Marie
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 Inches, average, occur
Is a happy
Helen Elizabeth Noyes, Mary
tion,
good musio and recitations charVegas. She returned to the city yes- are happy. In fact this
Man
to
Railroad
ring
as the best of everything "can
principally In July and August.
Warning
town,
'
terday morning.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me., acterized the first annual commence- Powers, Sketchley Laughlln Moore,
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally
The remains were shipped to the be found here always.
sends out this warning to railroaders: ment of the eighth grade of the Nor , John Stevens Reed, Raymond E. Robh,
Come and see the new tables and "A conductor on the railroad, my mal university, which was held last Frank Harold Hanna Roberts, Ruby
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture,
family home yesterday afternoon, acchairs for the accommodation of the work caused a chronic inflammation night In the Normal auditorium. In Jeanette Spiess, Henrietta Trujillo, Ra
Landa here are lower in price than wa know of
companied by the bereaved widow.
anywhere else
of the
and I was miserable
where conditions are equally good.
,
Mrs. Mldateton Is a daughter of A. A. many patrons of the drug store. The and all kidneys,
out. A friend advised the presence of their friends and mon" M. Trujillo.
played
hut
Is
all
time
fountain
the
soda
busy
handsom
and
Moore, president of the Savings Trust
boys
Crops are principally alfalfa. oaU. wheat, potatoes, corn and forFoley Kidney Pills and from the day rlatlves eighteen
and Banking company of Barberton. Swain and Roybal always find time to I commenced taking them, I began to girls received their diplomas from the
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
wait on everybody promptly and cor- regain my strength. The Inflamma- hands of Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
"Dry rarmlng," practiced scientifically, la proving to be successful
tion cleared and I am far better than
dially.
here, a large area being under cultivation.
president of the institution. The stage
I
The
have
been
for
twenty years.
SHE BROKE DOWN ENTIRELY
Pedro Maes of Mora Is now the prooccaAn Irrigation system to cover many thousand arces
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing was decorated prettily for the
surrounding
the city la now being constructed.
Lantz, W. Va. Mrs. Tebe Talbott, prietor of the Juan B. Martinez saloon of the past and I highly recommend sion.
corner
avenue.
of
Railroad
the
at
There
G.
O.
Scahefer
Foley Kidney Pills."
of this place, says, "I had been trou
An essay, "Lessons From Nature,"
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are showing up
It la 'the duty of every expectant
bled with womanly ailments for some h a good barber In connection with and Red Cross Drug Co.
very promising values. Building stone of superior 'quality Is quarried
was read by Miss Ethel Harper. The
and careful mother to prepare her system for the
nearby.
time, and at last I broke down entire- the saloon and everybody will be safe
Acted Quickly essay showed thought
Remedy
Foley's
Kidney
in
leisure
at
time
this
their
could
so
I
spending
weak
I
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent graz"The coming of her little one ; to avoid as
got
scarcely
The recitation,
ly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was nrenaration.
far as possible the suffering of such
for
walk across the room. Thanks to place for the employes are all very bothered with kidney trouble for many Death of Slavery," by Miss Carolyn
ing
large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost 8tock
occasions, and endeavor to pass
raising la a profitable business.
Cardui, I improved right off. Now I courteous.
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- Harberg, demonstrated Miss Harberg's through the crisis with her health
The Mora county Institute will begin
Kidney Remedy, and before tak
A great natural pleasure ground abound! In this National Forest,
do my housework, and am feeling
as a reader. John Reed, with and strength unimpaired.
This she
It three days I could feel Its bene- ability
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
well." During the past 50 years, more in Mora next Monday, June 5th, for four ing
Court- may do through the use of Mother's
"The
humorous
the
reading,
left my back,
ficial effects. The
Beautiful mountain resorts with in easy access of the city are open
than ar million women have been ben- weeks, then It will come here for an- my kidney action pain
cleared up, and I ing," pleased the audience. Miss Friend, a remedy that has been so
four
other
3rd.
weeks, beginning July
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
efited by taking Cardui. You must
am so much better. I do not hesitate Jeanette Spiess told an original story, long In use, and accomplished so
believe that Cardui will help you, too, Professor J. S. Hofer and Mrs. Leona to recommend Foley Kidney Rem- "Memorial Day In the Year 2O00.'! much good, that it i.s in no sense an
experiment, but a preparation which
All the edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross Miss
since it helped all these others. Car- Logue will be in charge.
Splees displayed her talent and always produces the best results. It
Co.
apdui Is a safe, harmless, vegetable rem- teachers who expect to teach in the Drug
was
warmly
original thought and
is for exernal application and so penedy, of positive, curative merit, for county are expected to attend.
and converted Into blood. When plauded. "The Glories of Peace" was etrating in its nature as to thoroughly
gested
The board of county commissioners the digestion falls the whole body the subject of an oration given by lubricate every muscle, nerve and tenwomen. At drug stores. Try one botwill meet the flrt3 Monday In June suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets
are Frank Roberts, who convinced his au- don involved during the period before
tle. It will surely help you.
to equalize the assessments for the a rational and reliable cure for Indi dience that he has ability as an ora- baby comes. It aids nature by exIf it may be termed a science must
They Increase the flow of
and tissues, relieves
present year. Those who may con- gestion.
In spite of his youth. Several panding the skin
tor
the
the
blood,
bile,
strengthen
purify
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
MEETS
sider themselves aggrieved by the ac:
of presenting the
, include a means
stomach, and tone up the whole di songs were eung by the class.
prepares the system for natural and
tion
of
assessor
the
will
a
dress
to
do
his
In
county
natural
and
clad
A
30.
gestive apparatus
Chief Pedro Cajeei,
Galveston, May
general
motherhood.
Friend
Mother's
safe
proposition to the greatest number
convened here today for the well to go before the board and have healthy action. For sale hy all
suit, which conslseed of a eplke-eai- l
has been used and endorsed by thoutax
their
returns
corrected.
ornamented
vest
coat of buckskin, a
sands of mothers, and its use will
trial of Lieutenant Colonel E. W.
of prospective buyers. To reach this
Dr. and Mrs. Northwood made a
hat prove a comfort and a benefit to any
Hubbard of the Coast Artillery corps
Do You Have the Right Kind of Help? with many beads, and an opera
woman in need of such a remedy.
'
class in the southwest use the
on charges affecting his conduct as trip to Ocate Monday. The doctor's
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the cf many colored feathers, was a guest
George Mothers Friend
an officer and a gentleman. Colonel extensive practice keeps, him on the go right kind of help to neutralize and of honor at the exercises.
is sold at
Hubbard Is stationed at Fort Moultrie, most of the time. The roads to Ocate remove the poisons that cause back- Fitzslmmons, secretary of the Y. M. stores. Writedrug
for
and
nervousness,
ache,
headache,
were
but
the
a
doctor
is
very
J.
Roberts,
muddy
Clarence
C.
and
C.
S.
He is from Connecticut and
Judge
A.,
and bladder ailments." O. G.
fine
were
driver
and
makes
good time over Schaefer and Red Cross
clad In their best clothes,
was graduated from the West Point
Drug Co.
expectant moth- road.
seated upon the platform as guests of era, which conacademy In 1885. The detail of the any
The Vorenberg saw mills at Ocate
court consists of Coast Artillery offi
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- the class, but for originality of cos- tains much valuable information.
cine.
some
have
received
of
RRADHELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Co.
the
and
latest
They are hea'lng. strengtheni- tume they were "not In It" with Chief
cers, with Captain 'William Taylor as
best ' log wagons ever seen around ng, antiseptic and tonic. They act Cajetl.
advocate.
jud?e
and Red
quickly. O. G. Schaefer
here. The company means business. Cross
It has been decided by the Normal
Co.
Drug
They know that It pays to always
have the best material to work with
and then the best work will be ac
MATINEE
MATINEE
complished.
Louis Weise the new butcher looks
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
AND NIGHT
like a' regular cowboy. Most of the
AND NIGHT
time he is on horseback going across
1 SUMMER EXCURSIONS
the country buying fat cattle, mutton
and hogs for his meat market, which
is' a good paying business In Wagon
Pueblo, $11.90
Mound, and there is no doubt that
COLORADO POINTS Colorado Springs, $13.70
the new company of Matthews and
Weise will do very well.
Denver, $16.60
The MacArthur company Is building
a big shed for their new wagons. Any
Cwelftb
in need of a good wagon will do
body
;
St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
St. Paul,
$46.30
well to talk with someone from the
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
BMBSiiBBSssiJiiiiiBBsisBSBsssBBBBsBsBSBsBsBSBSBSBSBsiisBsa
MacArthur store as to their wagons,
AimaimmmmmmmmmHmmmm
HI., $46.30
Chicago,
of which they have all sizes.
To
from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park The
You ought to see the fine residence
. Direct here
Mr. Keyes Is building on the new town
Greatest Amusement Park in America
Tickets on sale dally June 1 to September 30, 1911,
site. From his place he can have
Company, full
rs
class
stop-oyeare
In
and
for
first
food
either direction,
view of both towns. This will be
MISS BLANCHE LYONS..
,.. Soprano
final limit October 31, 1911
one of the best residences In the town.
FRANK HKLLE
World's Fluegel Horn Soloist
JOHN HUGHES
Wagon Mound Is going to have a
Cornet Virtuoso
OTTO H. JACOBS...
baseball team and after a few weeks
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
JAMES E. SEEBOLD
Piccolo Soloist
meet
to
all
will
he
ready
practice
HENRY
MAYER
.
D. L.
Xyophone Soloist
comers. They practiced a little yes
terday for the first time.
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effectually; Dispels
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resent know that this Is a live and growing
Iloatlt.g among the tree branches of people of the opportunity of sneering erican custom and rousing the
community. It is only necessary to
trc cemeteries be the start and bars at the inequity of punishing the ment of their borne patrons.
H TDDAY'S MARKETS
Ameri
have the matter carefully and capably,
even
man
the
man
The
the
rich
and letting
discovery that
ESTABLISHED 1879
or the stars and stripes. America. poor
can worm will turn under Buffilccnt written: there are dally papers In ev
moved vita bowed heads between the go free.
ad!' KANSAS XITY LIVE STOCK
Senator. Burnham. In a. recent
There may be good and sufficient provocation should help ta a better ery tate which would gladly print
rows of rounding mounds and with,
PUBLISHED BT
of
agricul
said
,
In
dress
Manchester,
the
of
American
matter,
reasons
no
would
trolts'hy
harm
understanding
the'
flowers
with
one
Kansas City, May 30. Cattle Reacrord
why
particular
carpeted
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
'
i.
.
o
,
ture:
AmerlcaiA
careless
are
ire
Market steady. Native
8,000.
preen sward over it. At last we as a be done by releasing these two men, the'vjfcogush.i.
(iBOOHFOBATU)
our New Hamp ceipts
some
of
are
','There
about
their
but
burden
Is
sixpences
the
those
lesson
rather
the
learned
the
steers $5.Z5(g 6.25;' southern steers
upon
LONDON BARELY FIRST
people have
M. M. PADGETT
shire farmers who complain of the
southern cows and heifers,
EDITOR Creator sought to teach ever since we who argue in favor of turning them out- tnejf are copsaiui bily Soiiosed
soil, $1.255.60;
New
Hampshire
t
of
the
llm.t
done"S
stoniness
i
London
of
loose
Greater
before
disajd
of
native cows ana neirers
to'belng
the
the expiration
The population
burled our heroes. He makes no
men would visit Pike $3.O04.60; stockers and feeders $4.75 !
tinction. His grass, His shade. His time when the parole law permits to their submission to extortion.
by the new census is announced as but if these good
$1.00(56.00;
But after all,, most Americans , pan 7,252,963, an increase of 672,147 or county, in the Pennsylvania, wilds,
blossoms, His rain and His sunshine their release under the provisions of
H3.65; .bu!13- - m.vDifn.vv,
and
coro
tho
without
what
learn
would
stony
live happily
seeing
d
10.20 per cent in the last ten years, they
western steers $5.00
blesses each mound alike and to the general law. No
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
man could resent the just operation nation. It is a passing show at best. a rate of growth Just a little more sterile soil really is.
cows '$300sr4.75.
western
gether,
10;
DAILY BT ' CARRIER
'' 21,000.
"A Pike county , farmer was once
Tuft hunters no doubt will be grieved than
that of New York.
Market
in or law, but there is always, some
to
sun
is
the
Receipts
When
rest
Hogs
settling
le
s
W Uopy
there
05
rest
the
for
Porter
to
from
but
miss
to
a
fisherman
it,
Londons
namely,
several
are
talking
There
connected
the
sales
with
ib.OOQ)
Bulk
of
thing
weak.
to
suspension
western
horizon's
couch
this
its
un Week
steady
15
the consolation that the price U win. J the old city, In which abouf, 40,000 lake.
."
One Month
65 evening Its lingering rays will cast of and Interference with the law by
6.10; heavy $5.95(5 6.05; packers and
or
other
car
motor
a
cost
will
He,
said;
procure
to
London
and
now
out,'
county
"Tm going
light
live,
One Year
persons
$7.60 the shadows of eventide over a land the pardoning powers which ', , runs
butchers $6.006.10; lights $6.05
more lasting means of pleasure.
DAILY BY MAIL
London,, which, has 4,- - Tm going to New Egland or Canady.'
or registration
of one nation and one people, and counter to the average man's Idea of
6.15.
. '
,
.
'
.
t
VI
o
fLJ , wmcn
One Year
"'Ground too rocky for farming,
f 22,000 lnnaDiiams ..ana
$6.00 from
Market
10,000.
those shadows will be justice. He is more likely than not
among
Sheep Receipts
Six Months
TOWN ADVERTISING
smaller than affilcal New York. But eh?' said the fisherman.
3.03 reflected back the heavenly colors of to argue that if the law is just the
lambs
Muttons
$4.004.75;
Til be steady.
outside of London county is a ring of
"'Yes,' said the farmer.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and yearlings
wethers
fed
many flowers which have been heaped punishment is just, and that the set
$0.0O7.25;
on
the map keep
Keep our town
within a radius of fifteen whanged if I'm goin' to waste any
GROWER
i
fed western ewes $4.00
alike on God's acre whether It shelters ting aside of the law In behalf of the world informed of what we are suburbs
of
miles
Square which with more time ' workin ground so hard $4.005.75;
Trafalgar
One Year
convicted
unless
for
the
offenders,
$2.00 former friend or foe.
Those good
4.50.
Six Months
!
l.oo night rays will reflect on the waters most excellent and pre i sing reasons do'ng here" has become a leading- London county constitute the metro- and rocky that you've got to plant
with the commercial organ- politan and city police districts, or wheat wit ha shotgun.'" Washington
Inherently wrong in this day motto,
of every river flowing toward the sea, I"?
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
(Cash in Advance for Mail
zatlons
of many live cities of the Greater London. The term London, Star.
and the arriving stars above will view when it is so hard to overcome cun West.
fe ,
Subscriptions.)
May 30. Cattle 'Receipts
Chicago,
and
one
loose
therefore, is a rather
ning lawyers and their technicalities
a
down
and
many
blossom,
up
swinging
Market
steady. Beeves $5.15
2,000.
The mail received by The Optic no exaot equivalent for it can be
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
on the cross currents, that was drop and get a culprit into prison.
used
the
historian,
steers
George
Bancroft,
Texas
of
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
$4.605.5o;
evidence
the
6.40;
bears
found in any other city.
President Taft is admired for the continually
to relate with gusto a joke that he western steers $4.805.60; stockers
PAID FOR.
ped In the stream by one who wanted
means
earnestness with which this motto is
that
London,
by
is
It
probable
school along and feeders $3. 90 5. 75; cows and
it carried out on the ocean to bedeck dignified manner In which he gave observed. We are in constant receipt
Greater London, still caught while trotting to
of tlhe
Subscribers desiring address chang- the
utterance to the underlying- - prln
a
Massachusets
who
road.
of
those
sank
country
resting
place
the
out
by
of "canned telegraph" sent
ed please state both the old and the
(t was heifers $2. 50(55. 80; calves $3.25
holds first place among the cities of
and
below the waves during the conflict. ciples Involved in the Walsh
new address.
of trade of Spokane, San An the world by a very scant margin, but about old Levi Lincoln, says Percy 8.00.
boards
There was no ranting
And those stars,
could they speak, Morse cases.
Portland, Salt Lake City, San it will lose that honor within two E. Epler in "Master Minds at the ConHogs Receipts 14,000. Market slow.
Remit by draft, check or money
malefactors"
and tonia,
.
,
"wealthy
would herald the news on, that they about
i
monwealth's
Heart."
other
numerous
and
was cioseiy caicumieu
Diego, Seattle,
Lights $5.806.20; mixed $5.75p6.15;
order. If sent otherwise we will not
who thus dropped the blossoms did "predatory wealth;" the justness of cities matter of more or less news years, it
"The old gentleman was nearly
be responsible for loss.
that
census
our
last
of
year
heavy $5.606.10; rough $5.60
time
the
crlm
more or less artfully prepared, i he metropolitan listrict of New York, blind. A flock of geese was being 5.80; good to choice heavy $5.80
Specimen coplea free on application. not question whether the flowers rigorously punishing wealthy
value,
inala is based upon the fact that they
would be carried to the
setting forth a story with the primary which corresponds to Greater London driven gobbling up Lincoln street. 6.10; pigs $5.606.15; bulk of sales
Advertisers
are guaranteed the which rests the defenders spot under
Mer- - do greater harm, by reason of their
of
the
purpose of advertising the community and which, of course, would include Leaning far out of the carriage, the $6.006.10.
largest daily and weekly circulation rimao or
prominence and Influence, from which it is sent. These typewhether the water would greater
fine old aristocrat, thinking they were
of any newspaper in Northeastern
Sheep Receipts 14,000. Market slow.
the great arc of Jersey suburbs, had
New Mexico.
transplant them over the place where than the criminal who Is not rich written stories carry a blank as to the 6,782,000 inhabitants. But In the last children, threw out a handful of pen- Native $3.254.75; western $3.75
Regardless, however, of the ethics of
date, of course, it being expected that half of the decade New York within nies,' graciously exclaiming:
Entered at the Postoffice at East now sleeps those who manned the the
4.85; yearlings $4.505.50; lambs,
case, the average man will hard
"God bless you my children!"
Lea Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- Monitor,
the paper using the matter will in its offilcal limits grew at the rate of
native $4.756.75; western $5.75
1
dispute the wisdom of the pre each instance fill In a date to make
sion through the United States Mails
Breathes there a soul today who
the suburbs fur Youth's Companion.
and
7.00.
a
150,000
year
as second class matter.
can picture the carnage of a half cen dent'ts refusal to interfere where in it appear that the story came over the nished 50,000 more annually. New
tury ago and the forgiving and forget terference might be subject to per wire.
WOOL MARKET, REVIVES
York is now Increasing In actual
Charley Seymour was the Arts
TUESDAY, MAY 30, 1911.
nicious misconstruction.
ting peace of today who is not Impres
The pressure of "live" news in our numbers three times as fast as Lon- paper writer to give the public a vivid
Boston, May 30. Symotoms of Insed with the lesson that it all teachcolumns and upon the columns of all don and if the respective rates are account or a ball game. He had a quiry are reported in the wool trade
WHEN THE ItUOLE SOUNDS es: The lesson of God's word that In
SLUMP IN CORONATION the metropolitan newspapers makes maintained will pass the British city whimsical manner of comparison and and dealers are making fairly good
time the spirit of love of His son will
"canned telegraph" in 1913.
this
in other ways a f esource'u! style. sales. Values hold steady with better
PRICES COMES
"Under the sod and the dew,
valueless for suoh papers, of course.
encompass the world in the hearts of
It. 's worth notin in these days of Dalrymple was at bat with the bases transactions
In territory than In
the
Waiting
judgment day
men.
British greed appears to have kill But there are hundreds of local papers Immense city growth that England full in a game on the old lake front. fleeces. Territory staples sell at 55
Tears and love for the blue.
ed the American goose that was which are glad to use the matter for and Wales combined have grown fast- Anson's White Sox were behind and a to 57 cents, scoured, while some MonLove and tears for the gray."
counted on to lay a golden egg for the purpose of piecing out a limited er than London that is, 10.91 ,per hit meant everything. The tensity of tana in original bales has been transWhen the bugles sounded the call WALSH AND MORSE CASES London hoiel and
cents. Reports from
shop keepers dur- telegraphic report so that the cities rent against 10.20 per cent.
the situation brought absolute slleno ferred at 18
to
assemble this morning they
that send out these advertisements
ing the coronation ceermonies.
made one of those cracking the west Indicate further buying of the
Dalrymple
ei'irmoned forth one people
Without unnecessarily twanging the
Hotel suites for $1,000 a week and have in reality hit upon a shrewd and
hits which Seymour described by re- new clip with prices averaging 16 to
ulike flowers on resting places of those strings and ringing the changes on even a thousand
SOUTH HONORS UNION DEAD
guineas for the win Inexpensive form of advertising.
Pulled wool and the forporting that "there was a noise like 17 cents.
who were once enemies and friends. "the men higher up," President Taft dow
Atlanta, Ga., May 30. The Blue and a cane
We suggest to the Commercial club
priivleges of a Pall Mall flat
In church during pray- eign product remain dull.
falling
The eternal sentiment of love for all reads the people of the country a salu- may be within the range of swollen that it would do well to fall into line the Gray In many cities and villages
er." Chicago evening Post.
mankind has at last crowded hate out tary and timely lesson in refusing to fortunes, bat the generally prohibitive with the many commercial bodies of of the far South joined today to honor
:
.
LIVERPOOL COTTON
killed
of memory's niche and the fragrance pardon Bankers Walsh and Morse. His scale of
soldiers
Union
to
of
the memory
prices for accommodations other live communities, and to see
May 30. Close: Cotton
Liverpool,
Mrs. McCarthy Yer envelope Is 50
dne
of tiie southern magnolia blossoms insistence upon the great obligation has had the effect of
frightening off it that this section of New Mexico and buried on Dixie battlefields,
Prices
unchanged. Amerispot
quiet
Mike.
cents
at
adshort
this
events
blend in harmony with the delicate which rests upon men entrusted with the most profitable form of
took
week,
of the principal
place
gets its share of this inexpensive
can
fair
8.81;
good middling
middling
McCarthy Yes, Mary Ann. We had
perfume from the northern rose, while the property of others and the matepatronage, that of the moder vertising. There is seldom a week In Andersonville, Ga., where exercises
low middling
8.27;
8.49;
middling
forean
on
an
the
not
National
were held at the
explosion
Tuesday,
cemetery,
each lies withering alike on the grave rial Interests of those who can HI ately well-to-d.London hotel keep- which an interesting story could
was 8.07; good ordinary 7.81; ordinary
I
time
me
for
man
the
docked
on
the
each
ef
Dlaced
somewere
or the blue and the gray. It did not afford to lose their
Flaes
out
from
Las
sent
be
over
Vegas
to
have doubly
savings will at ers appear indeed
7.56.
Sales 4,000 bales.
in the air.
niitner today whether the co'.o.--3 least have the result of robbing some reached themselves by alienating Ani- - thing to let the rest, of the country 13,722 graves.
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NAL CALL

This Store will be closed
Tuesday afternoon in
memory of those who
gave their lives for our

Wednesday is the
Last Day of Our
Great May Saving

To say that it has been successful would be a mild
Tuesday morning and Wednesday will bring our Great Money Saving Event to a close,
Let us urge you
term. In order to make its last day a banner one, we are offering some unusual values which, have not been given before.
to take advantage ofthis last opportunity to secure the remarkable bargains we are offering. Any article bought can be exchanged. Reductions
made in all departments. Below we quote only a few of Tuesday's and Wednesday's Specials.

Event. ::

.

country.

ss

ss

ss

1

A surprising special in fine

Good

quality Madras Cloth
Blouse Waists, light, medium or dark colors, sizes
6 to 16 years,
worth 65c
each. Special Tuesday and
48c
Wednesday

SILK PETTICOAT

,

Waists for Tuesday and
Wednesday only. Fine Lin- gerie, wash '"Voile and
Marquesette Waists In a
variety of new styles, sizes
34 to 40, $3.50, $4.00 and
$5.00. Special
$2.95

SPECIAL

New Taffeta Petticoats, tailored flounce, regular
price $7.50, black or colored, special
$4.95

Per Cent Discount on Ladles' Muslin
Underwear. Sale includes
all Petticoats,
Drawers,
Gowns, Chemises, Corset
Covers and Combination
Suits.
75c Garments,
Special at
50c
$1.00 Garments, Special at
67c
$1.50 Garments, Special at
$1.00
$2.50 Garments, Special at
$1.67
A complete stock of
beautiful snow white undergarments, ... containing
garments up to $9.00 each
is being sHown.
S3

2

Wt

Tuesday and Wednesday
Specials in Boys'
Knickerbocker Suits $4.75
Regular $6.50 values, double
or single breasted styles,
6 to 17 years, the "Indestructible" Suit, in fancy
patterns and our regular
blue serge line Is included
in this sale for Wednesday
$4.75
only

$5 Fine Lingerie
Waists $2.95

Boys' Blouse Special

3

Saving Event Silk Stocking Special
BLACK ONLY
A pure silk Hose, a Lord

Taylor's number
in sizes 8
to 10, garter top, very thin, an extra
value at $1.00 a pair, Tuesday and Wednesday on69c
ly, per pair.
NOTE We offer these in limited
quantity so
cannot guarantee sale to last until Thursday.
'

Summer Underwear for Boys and Girls

Balbrlggan Shirts and Drawers for Boys, sizes 2
to 34, with or without sleeve, knee or ankle
29c
length, at per garment
Athletic Union Suits for Boys from 8 to 15 year
sizes, without sleeves and knee length, at, per
Suit
J .30c.
Misses fine ribbed cotton Vests and Drawers, long
sleeves, ankle length, 8 to 14 years sizes, at,
26c
.
garment

Reduced

at..

.'

shipmen of Children's
Straw Hats, trimmed with
ribbon, just received, enables us to furnish a $1.25
98c
hat for

Taffetas in all staple shades,
with raised thread border,
4
to 5 Mi inches wide.

A new

.22c

9 To 10 A.M.

$6.50

Wednesday Only
Any $2.25, $2.50 or $3.50
Warner's Rust Proof Corsets,
New Models, all sizes

"Ready-to-Wear-

Pumps..

Black Heatherbloom Petticoats

1.89

$7.00 Wash Dresses, worth from $5.00
$20.00 Long Black French Serge

grades of underwear.
Suits always sold at

up...

4.50

Coats, new.

14.75

Men's

I

yards all Linen Torchon Laces and
insertions, good patterns, Insertions
to 2
and edges to mach; widths
inches.

r

515,517

THE

;
!

STORE

OF QUALITY'

Fancy Fabrics, worth, up to 40c; plain Fabrics,
-worth UR to '40c,
25c
This offering includes all of our newest and choicest stock, such' as Flaxen, Madras
Shirtings,
Poplins, dotted Swisses. The assortment also ofh
fers some
French lawns, all at 25c yard.

...

v

:

Opposite:.
Castaneda

Railroad ;
Avenue,

t

j

e.LasVegas.

n.m:

....

Hotel

.New

NEQboEg SHIRTS

sets in plain andgray, with the new
style
detachable laundered coflar to
match,'' nWe offer
these at..........

i

Tri-Color-

at

$5.00 Tan Speed
Last Button Oxfords
$4.43
$5.00 Black, Two
Button Swell
Last
$4.48
$4.00 Tan, Russia Calf, a nobby
toe
.$3.49
Buy ; all you
want.

.

and 26O

go

Oxfords
Reduced

skirt in the store' at

Extraordinary Sale White Goods
ALL LINEN TORCHON LACE,
7o YARD
At this special price we offer 1500

Cooper's White Cat Union

$1.25

Florsheim

$1.98
)

2.85

MEAN'S FURNISHINGS
Wednesday"' Underwear offering. a special
offer .to men' Interested In better
than ordinary

"
$ 4.98

Any white duck or linen
54 OFF.

this famous kid glove, 2
clasp, In all sizes, our regular $1.75 gloves
$1.49

two-stra-

Women's Linen Suit?, tan 'only

Closeflt

Tuesday and
Wednesday
we
on Sale
will
have
only

i"

three-stra- p

Specials in

Fownes
Kid Gloves

$1.75

NEW

Tub Belts in the Embroidery with Pearl Buckle,
I9o
3S special, at

Decoration Day ' Flags and
Buntings, Mounted and Unmounted Flags
from 6x9 inches to 5 feet x 8 feet. -

&

Ribbons

Special

Specials in Women's Pumps
Tuesday and Wednesday
in our, Shoe Department,
la &U leathers', sizes and
widths, sold at $3.00 and
$3.50.
Best 1911
White canvass
one
strap Pumps .......$2.85
Gunmetal
0.. f
2.85
Pumps
Black Patent Leather.
tl

Children's Trimmed Hats

$1.35

'

i

.

Do you want a Man's Suit
worth $12, $17.50 or $20 .
'
Guaranteed AH Pure Wool, (Kirschbaum
made) for
,

9

ff

CLOSES JUNE

1t

r

r
a seemingly insignificant four feet to
its present width. To accomplish this
Tlie
every portico, flight of steps, column
or similar piece of architecture which
projects across the line is to be re
Benlgno Romero left:last night for
moved, in many cases at large cost
Denver on a business trip.
' '
because of the wholesale remodeling
Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
I
J. M. Sutherland of Albuquerque
and rebuilding which will be necesThe man who does the
May Follow, - . . . was among the vlsittors in Laa Vegas
sary. The hotels are the hardest hit
weighing, the measuring
'
.v.
. ifi.i-since their elaborate entrances will
today.
. the man who knows
how
War to the death should be declared upon the . little pest. His
Mrs. Mary Hurt of Santa Fe is here
have to do. In one case it is esti
and why the roan on
LARGE CROWD GATHERED AT Y. NOVEL
Is a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
of
PLAN
the
cost
BUILD
TO
THEM
necessary
presence
mated
that
the
visiting hereon, Conductor W. C. Hurt
whom everything depends.
,
M. C. A. TO BID YOUNGSTERS
of the Santa Fe railway.
BY FIRING CEMENT AND SAND
Our responsibility is never
changes will amount to $300,000 withthe fly or the fly will kill the man. 'if there is no dirt and filth there will
out making possible an additional
GOD SPEED
Mathew G. Keenan, territorial brand
lost sight of for a moment
FROM TUBE
be no flies.
cent of income. ' Longacro Square
in prescription filling. Every
Inspector, was here today from his
hotels
other
for
the
suffer'
least
will
home In Springer.
With Chief Cajetl of' the Santa
Keep the flies away from the Milk.
prescription leaving our
Vhile sky- 1 ave"
New York, May 30.
followed the plan of the Astor
Colonel "Buffalo" Jones went this Clara pueblo, clad In his most
store is faultless from any
pic- scrapers have shot up here in the
Don't
a'low files in your house.
in building along such lines that when
afternoon to Onava. He expects to turesque costume and
standpoint that you may
proudly bearing past to such an extent that a sixteen
Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
these changes became necessary there
take. You may feel safe
spend several weeks there looking af- an American .'flag,' marching at their
story building has been erected in would ' be ho inconvenience Mean
ter his famous Perslarlno sheep.
and sure if we fiD your
Don't
allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the swarms
Las
head, the
"Vegas Boy Scouts, forty-eigh- t
working days, they will in while the 'process of squeezing the
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoemak- fully conscious of" the admiring gaze stead of
prescription.
in
of flies.
shooting up be shot up
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and even a bill of $15,000 which was
presented by the favored Journalist
who was commissioned to prepare an
official volume describing the ceremony, was not objected to. Fortu
British Government Will
Probably Spend a Million
nately, however, for the nation's purse,
Dollars in Crowning King George V
Buffalo is In the field for both of
the great majority of England's kings
national political conventions,
the
(By HORACE WTNDHAM In Collier's Weekly.)
and queens have been crowned with
W. Va., is now under
Parkersburg,
less expense than was George IV. In
the commission plan of government.
the early days of England's history
Senator Jeff Davis of Arkansas will
It Is impossible to say offhand what
Abbey. The heavy expense of this a considerable saving was effected
the exact financial tost of the forth,
shortly begin an active campaign for
last item was due to the very thorough by the practise that prevailed of levycoronation
coming
of King George V.
United States Senator Perkins of
will be, as there are necessarily a manner in which the woods and for- ing contributions upon farmers living
near London for supplies toward the California was a sailor in tht days
ests
did
their
work.
Not
number
department
of extra in connection
large
therewith vhlcn can not at present only were all the seats and the wains-coatin- g royal banquet in Westminster ha'l of his youth.
that always followed the Abbey serbe taken into account. From the preThe Florida legislature has passed
removed, but the altar-piec- e
Some time before the event
cedents observed at the last two coro- and organ were also taken away. vice.
a bill to enauie uie ciues oi icai
would be issued to the state to
adopt the commission form
nations, howver, the British govern- When Edward VI. was crowned even proclamations
to
ment will probably provide for a first greater preparations were made at the local authorities calling upon them
of government.
furnish a certain amount of beef, mutIsaac R. Sherwood, of the Ninth,
outlay of about $900,000. In all prob- Abbey, the interior not being ready ton and
poultry, while an abundance
ability, indeed, it will be considerably for' the accommodation of the public of wine could be had on demand from Ohio district. Is now the oldest memof th-- house of representatives
more, as there is a general determi- again until after an interval of nearly
those provinces in France over which ber
nation to make the coronation of twelve months.
In point of years.
England then held sway.
King George and Queen Mary a parThe University of Virginia has as
The coronation of William IV. was
The amount of money spent on
in the present Unit
ticularly magnificent one.
out
more
carried
far
economically
Edward's coronation in 1902 was many graduates
The directions in wnicn money Is than was that of Queen Victoria. The King
senate as Yale ana Har
States
ed
very little less than that required
required on these occasions are very total cost, indeed, was only, (approxi- when
vard unlvei sltlesTogether.
Queen Victoria was crowned
numerous. A large sum is allotted to mately) $216,000, of which about $60,-00-0
W. H. Thompson of Grand Island
absorbed
As before, most of it was
the great departments of state (such
that he will be a candidate
announces
was absorbed In preparing the In preparing and fitting up Westmio
as the lord chamberlain, the lord Abbey. Other direct'ons in which
States senator from NeUnited
for
an
army
oter Abbey. This employed
democratic primaries
the
in
braska
the
earl
steward,
marshal, and the money was spent on this occasion of workmen for several months. A
next
master of the horse, while the spe- were the free opening of the theaters
year.
entrance porch had to be built
women were chosen as
cial fitting up of Westminster Abbey at night ($13,000). and the distribu special
Forty-siend the whole of the flooring raised.
of public
superintendents
for the performance of the actual tion of medals to the public on the A new altar-clotcounty
were
and reredos
at
last
Iowa
the
election,
in
schools
coronation ceremony accounts for a line of route of the royal procession also provided.
The cloth was of
good deal more. When Queen Vic- ($21,700). If, however, William IV. crimson velvet, embroidered with which is believed to be the largest
of the states.
toria was enthroned' the total ex- was crowned cheaply, this was cerand the imperial crown number In any
Arthur P. Gorman, Jr., son of the
penditure sanctioned by parliament tainly not the case with regard to and royal monograms worked in gold.
was $1,000,000. A considerable pro- his immediate precedessor, George A specially heavy item in King Ed- late United States Senator Arthur P.
unportion of this sum was applied to IV. Altogether, it took the enormous ward's coronation bill was the cost of Gorman, has given his friends to
candidate
a
be
will
he
that
decorating the whole of the interior su mof $1,191,200 to place him cere- entertaining and housing the large derstand
gubernatorial
of Westminster Abbey with crimson moniously on the throne of England. number of foreign monarchs, princes, for the democratic
and gold embroidered cloth. Yet the A large portion of this amount was ambassadors, and other distinguished nomination In Maryland this summer.
United States Senator Bradley of
proceedings were shorn of much of required to liquidate the expense of guests from India and the colonies
Kentucky, who is acknowledged to be
the brilliance and splendor that for. a banquet held in Westminster hall who were bidden to the ceremony.
one of the ablest lawyers of the Blue
merly characterized them. For one after the service at the Abbey. For
Apart, however, from the govern
thing, there was no subsequent ban this purpose six large galleries were ment bill, huge sums were also ex Grass etate, never attended college,
quet in Westminster hall, as had especially erected in the building and pended in connection with the 1902 but was licensed to practice law by
hitherto been the practice. The rea- the entire floor space was boarded coronation ly the various municipal he legislature of his state.
Eon for its abandonment in 183S was over anew. The whole intrior was cdies for docoratlng the streets and .Stephen Brundldge, who represent
that Lord Melbourne considered that also decorated in a most gorgeous erecting stands along the line of ed the Sixth Arkansas district in con
it would entail too much fatigue on manner with hangings of purple and route. Among the largest of these gress for a number of years, is plan
the young queen. Among the princi- crimson velvet; while there was also, stands were the ones opposite the Ab ning a ;hard fight to capture the
pal items that figured in the bill for of course, an abundance of flags and bey, in Whitehall, and Trafalgar seat of United States Senator Jeff
Queen Victoria's coronation were llowers. The expense of fitting up Square, reserved respectively for peers Davis. The senatorial primary will
be held next March.
those of $70,000 to the lord chamber- Westminster hall and the Abbey for und peeresses, for diplomats and
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I Politics and f
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THE COST OF A CORONATION

in New York City appear unanimous
In the bei.ef that Mr. Hearst will
make every endeavor to be chosen a
delegate from New York to the
democratic national convention of
next year.
Leading republicans of Missouri are
hopeful that the national convention
of their party in 1912 may be held
in St Louis. They believe that if it
Is held there Governor Hadley is likely to bo named for
Tioga Lodge, the former home of
the late Senator Thomas C. Piatt, at
Cromwell Lake, New York, has been
eold to the congregation of the Religious of Jesus and Mary, an order

j

CALIFORNIA

of Catholic sisters. The property,
which embiaces 28 acres of land, will

IN

MEMORY OF BISHOP

Baltimore, Miy 30. An impressive
memorial service for Bishop Paret,
who was bead of the Episcopal diocese of Maryland for twenty-fiv- e
years, was held In Emmanuel church
today as a preliminary to the annual
The principal
diocesan convention.
eulogy was delivered by Bishop John
who succeeded
Gardner
Murray
Bishop Paret upon the latter's death
last year.

be used for a convent and training
school.

In the Wake of the Measles
Tne little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
IJttle Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him s id he has never been
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
Kenuine Is In the yellow package al
Now is the time to get rid of your
O. G.
ways. RefuBe substitutes.
rheumatism. You will find Chamber
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug I
lain's Linim- .t wonderfully effective.
One application will convince you of
Eternal vigilance Is the price of lib its merit
Try it For sale by all
erty, and it is payable in advance.
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x

LOS ANGELES or

h

One way via

fleur-de-li-

.

LOS ANGELES

SAN DIEGO

OR

SAN DIEGO

Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE,

or TACOMA,
WASH.

For the Round Trip

direct or via
Los Angeles
turning via

EVERETT,

mm

$55.50

re-

Via Denver and
Salt Lake

or Denver and
Tickets on Sale June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22

Ogden and Denver

$55.50

FINAL

TICKETS

ARE FIRST CLASS

RETURN

LIMIT SEPTEMBER 15, 1911

Billing

$55.50

GOOD FOR STOPOVERS IN EITHER DIRECTION

Further Particulars Cheerfully Given at Ticket Office.
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ver direct or
Denver and San
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"Laugh, and the World Laughs With You"
EVERYBODY LAUGHS AT

QUIPO fw
WHICH WILL BE GIVEN

wn
n7n
W CrU Qy QLJ vU LfU
TONIGHT

AT THE

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

By the Normal University Class of 1911
Tickets
"lii'S - UMIL3M

5,0, 35

and

25

Cents

At flurphey's
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LOCAL NEWS

CANON CITY
In

Flrcb'a Golden Wedding Kye. aged
tba wood. Direct from distillery

to you.

Strawberries
FRESH EVERY DAY

TUSDAY,

MAY 30, 191

1

Refrigerators

At tne Lobby, of course.

A Five

Try White Kitchen meals, 25 cents.
The place that is clean.

flinutes Walk

At

Greehberger's
Tho Homo

May Saye You $5.00
i i

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

Hart, Schaf fner & Marx
ij
FINE CLOTHING

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD, Agent

Tony Fault drargbt beer Is on tap
at the Opera Cur, and Is one of the
finest draught beers s erred over any
bar in the

-

PHONE MAIN 379

Your Get in Your Spring Suit

city..,

AT- -

THESTORETHAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1,30 per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

Phone Main 131

of

Mrs. O'Brien will give a Decoratlen
The Treble Clef club will not meet
'
day dance this evening in Rosen
tomorrow.
thal hall. Good muslo and an excel
lent floor.
The HarmonyV club will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. Pritchett, 1104 Lincoln ave
Old Crow sold over the bar at
nue.
Long's Buffet

LONDON EkcHANGE UNAFFECTED
London, May 30.t-T- he
supreme court

decision in the American Tobacco
company case was practically ignored
today In the American section of the
London Stock Exchange. First prices
of a point above to
ranged from
a point below parity.

A severe hail storm is reported as
DIAZ RECEIVES COMPANY
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
having prevailed late yesterday after- at
Vera Crux, Mex., May 30. General
Bullet
Long's
noon at Los Alamos, doing consider
Diaz today received the consular rep
able damage to growing crops In that
American Conresentatives, headed
The Las Vegas fire department, sul General William by
vicinity.
Canada. General
with its wagon decorated in patriotic Diaz's health was
considerably im
The street department is doing con- colors and all the men in full dress proved today.
siderable work all over the city clean- uniform, drove this afternoon to the
INTERESTING GOLF MATCH
ing out the gutters and leveling the cemeteries to decorate the graves of
streets at the various crossings. The deceased members of the company.
Prestwick, Scotland, May 30. An inimprovement Is noticeable. The water
teresting stage was, reached in the
from the rain of Sunday was carried
British golf championship tournament
Positively no camping, fishing
off without overflowing the sidewalta.
on the Prestwick links today. Charles
hunting allowed on our ranch.
E. Evans, Jr., of the Edgewater Golf
W. and F. J. Wesner.
Always get the best at NoleUe's
club, Chicago, defeated Captain F. A.
barber shop.
Stephens of the West Dorset club, by
At the conclusion ot their year's 5 up, 3 to
play, in the third round of
The Greater Las Vegas band ex work yesterday the students of Miss their match play. Seventy-fou- r
match- pects soon to order new uniforms for Martha B. Smith, head of the de- est Were played today.
every member of the organization. partment of stenography and typeThe proceeds of the recent carnival writing at the Normal university, preTHREE MORE ARRESTS MADE
and subscriptions from citizens has sented her with a handsome spoon,
Los Angeles, May 30. Three men
created a fund for this purpose. The The gift came as a great surprise to were indicted here late yesterday by
band still lacks a little money but ex- Miss Smith but she made a feeling the grand Jury on the charge of
thanks.
pects to raise it before the uniforms Jittle speech of acceptance and
dynamite in the county
'
ball of records September 8, 1910, with
arrive.
Try White Kitchen meals, 25 cents. intent to destroy it They are: Bert
The
is
H. Conners, member Structural Iron
place that is clean.
It possible that the Maroons may
secure a ganie nere sunQay with the
Workers' union; A. B. Maple, union
crack Dawson club. The coal camp
The Knights of Columbus at 5 ilron werk&f: F. If a Bender, president
always turns out a winning bftU team brief meeting held Sunday decided local union blacksmiths. Bail wai
which is supported solely by the min- to take Rev. Father William O'Ryan fixed in each case at $26,000.
ers there, who contribute a certain of Denver on a trip to El Porvenlr
J. M. Howell, a popular drueeist of
percentage of their wages each month Thursday morning. The trip will be
during the baseball season to pay the made in automobiles, Governor Wil- Greensbure. Ky.. says. "We use Cham
berlain's Couirn. Remedy in our own
salaries of the players.
liam J. Mills and Dr. Frank H. H. household
and know it is
Roberts will be asked to go with the For sale by an arugRlsts. excellent."
The police department is taking pajrty.
Romero will set a
steps to enforce tae ordinance pro- bounteous dinner for the Knights and
viding that back yards be cleaned up their guests and a part of the afterand all refuge, garbage, etc., hauled noon will be spent in viewing the
away or burned, As summer ap- Bcenery about the mountain resort.
proaches the necessity for enforcing Father O'Ryan will address the Northis ordinance is realized if Las mal graduates on Thursday evening.
Vegas is to maintain its reputation On tomorrow evening he will at
as the cleanest and healthiet city in tend a banquet of the alumni asso
New Mexico.
,
ciation of that school, leaving on Fri
Your curtains need launderday for a visit to Santa Fe and At
Evidently the family of Dr. Frank querque.
ing this spring. The usage they
H H. Roberts is original in Its thought.
have received and the dust
The Railroaders and the Maroons
Sunday afternoon Dr. Roberts gave an
have absorbed !uring the
they
address to the senior class of the Nor are playing this afternoon at Amuse
winter, makes tnem unfit to
mal University on "The Necessity of ment park. The teams have met beWas." Last evening bis son, Frank fore this season but both have been
hang the entire summer. Send
Roberts, Jr., gave an oration at his so greatly strengthened that the con
your curtains to us, when you
graduation from the Eighth grade of test this afternoon was expected to be
take them down and you will
the school on the same platform from the closest of the series. Barr, a for-be pleasantly surprised by their .
which his father spoke, on
'The mer Trinidad star, who is considered
appearance when we return
one of the best box artists in the
Glories of Peace."
them. We wash them clean,
for
the
the
southwest, started
game
Railroaders, while Sandoval was in
without damaging them; we
the catcher's box. Edburn and Mar
starch them Just stiff enough
tin were scheduled to be the battery
to drape right and hold their
for the Maroons. Wilson, the new
shape, and we dry them perrecruit from Alabama, was seen in a
Maroon uniform for the first time.
fectly square, even and the exAs the stores were closed In observact size as when sent us.
ance of Decoration day a large crowd
You'll Like Our Work.
was present.
Try It

Quality and Style with Low Price
Economy, united with Hic,h Quality and plenty of Style It a
rare Combination Indeed and this is
Especially True when you get
the Latest Productions from such Reliable Manufacturers as Hart,
Schaffner

& Marx,

Ederhelmer, stein

& Co.,

and Michaels

Stern.

We cover Each Sale, with an ABSOLUTE Guarantee of Satisfaction
Both from the Manufacturer and From
vc;;

GREEN BERG ER
Beyond the Reach of Competition
A

remarkable buy in Large Japanese Matting Rugs

AT 50 CENTS EACH

while they last

.

These Rugs sold for $1.50 formerly
SEE OUR WINDOW

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON, Exclusive Agents
"Complete Furnishers of Home"

Ma'-garlt-

ESTABLISHED 1870

The

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Let us Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring

'

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

GOA L

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

f"i

Ley

HARVEY'S

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

closed at noon today
in honor of

DECORATION
t

..

1

J. H. STEARNS

i

GROCER.

DAY

...

ML.- -

at noon
our store
for the balance of the day.

NOW

fice.

Memorial Day
,

This being

OPEN

Now Let Your Orders

-

For CABBAGE PLANTS Come
We

are ready for you with the finest lot

ot"

plants

ever grown in this neck of the woods.

THE GRAAF& HAYWARD COMPANY

V

Per ry Onion

&

Son

sizes-Ste-

Om Wm

Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

am

C ON D ON

Las Vegas Steam Laundry-Phon- e
Main 81.

RETAIL PRICES
.....

'

r

KNORR-BOUILLO-

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibe. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

N

CONSOMME

FEW VETERANS IN PARADE
Denver, May 30. Union veterans of
the civil war were Joined today in
their annual Memorial day parade by
a handful of confederate veterans as
bent and whitened as themselves,
and by a few scarred veterans of the
border Indian wars of the long ago.
A cool breeze and sunny skies favored
the old soldiers.

Coal, all

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subscr- ibe
Today for
&e Optic and Have
One of Your Own

THIS STORE

This famous mountain resort is now
ready for Its 29th season. H. A. Har- rey will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Burnham will see to their com
fort and enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 Ter week. Carriage out each Wednesday and Saturday morning, return
ing Tuesdays and Fridays; fare $1
each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug store or Harris Real Estate of

B WOOD

L

IN CUBES

Contains all the nutritive and
invigorating: elements of beef
combined with the flavoring
of fresh vegetables.
Nothing
required but hot water to
Make Instantly

a large cup of excellent clear
consomme.
Knorr's Cubes

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Famous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.

'

Casseroles, Bean Pots, and Pie Plates

IN SILVER PLATE

35c
-A-

;.at

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

10e lbs.
100 Iba
100 Iba!
100 Iba.
100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

also improve in a surpising;
manner every soup, sauce or
vegetable.

1? Cubes in a Box

i..

20o per
25c per
30o per
40o per
50c per

T"

f
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I
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